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Purpose: Modern cataract surgeries aim to treat impaired vision and also improve quality of life. An appropriate pre-operative
selection of the intraocular lens is important to post-operative quality of life. Patients often have difficulty in choosing the best fit for
individual needs. Patient decision aids (PDAs) are useful tools to assist patients in such decision-making process. However, most
PDAs are paper-based and lack user interaction. This study is aimed to develop and evaluate an interactive computerized patient
decision aid (cPDA) to help patients in the selection of an appropriate intraocular lens model before cataract surgery.
Materials and Methods: Patients and their families who were making the decision regarding intraocular lens selection before
cataract surgeries were eligible to participate in this study. A cPDA was built on an interactive robot, to help the patients in the
decision-making process. The usefulness of the cPDA was measured with the Decision Self-Efficacy (DSE) scale and Preparation for
Decision Making (PrepDM) scale.
Results: A total of 50 participants (18 men and 32 women) were enrolled in the pilot test. The mean pre-cPDA DSE score was 46.5 ±
13.6, and the post-cPDA DSE score was 72.6 ±12.8. The average gain score on DSE was 26.1, and the standard deviation was 8.0. The
gain score on DSE was statistically significant, and the effect size was bigger than 3. The patients with junior or senior high degrees
had the highest gain score on DSE, and the ones with college or above degrees had the lowest. The patients with college or above
degrees had the highest PrepDM score, and the ones with elementary school or below had the lowest. Age and sex were not significant
correlates of PrepDM. The patients with college or above degrees had the highest preparedness, but the lowest gain on DSE.
Conclusion: Education levels are associated with the usefulness of cPDA, both for the preparedness and decision efficacy of patients.
The results provide insight into the feasibility of cPDA for the decision-making of pre-operative intraocular lens selection.
Keywords: decision making, preparedness, decision self-efficacy, education level

Introduction
Cataract is the leading cause of visual impairment in aging populations.1 Modern cataract surgeries aim to not only treat
impaired vision but also to improve quality of life. The continued development of intraocular lens (IOL) technology
provides cataract patients numerous options of refractive corrections after cataract surgeries. Patients of different
vocations, reading habits, and lifestyles will benefit from different models of IOL. Therefore, an appropriate decision
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of IOL selection is crucial to post-operative quality of life. Patients should be informed of the benefits and risks, and also
consider their personal values and preferences, to make an appropriate decision. Patient decision aids (PDA) are
evidence-based tools designed to help patients make specific and deliberate choices among health-care options.2

Presently, most PDA in use are paper-based and less approachable. Nonetheless, in the past decade, the practices of
healthcare have moved toward an era of information technology. Therefore, computer-based decision aids are emerging
in various fields of clinical practice.3 Although doctor-patient communications are essential in the shared decision-
making process, computer-based decision aids may help patients to properly digest the vast amount of information before
their discussion with doctors. The advantages of computer-based over paper-based decision aids are their ability to
interact with users. Syrowatka et al had identified six important features of computer-based decision aids: content control,
tailoring, patient narratives, explicit values clarification, feedback, and social support.4 In an attempt to apply these
features in clinical practice, we developed and evaluated a computerized patient decision aid (cPDA) built on an
interactive robot, to help patients in the selection of an appropriate IOL model before cataract surgery.

Materials and Methods
Development of the PDA
We searched for clinical researches published in English for IOL selections on PubMed between 2000 and 2019. The
following keywords were used, “intraocular lens”, “monofocal”, “multifocal”, and “extended depth of focus”. The
retrieved articles were reviewed for their level of evidence. The information regarding efficacy, safety, convenience,
and cost were extracted from the reviewed articles.5–10 Important contents were adapted for the PDA, as recommended
by the International Patient Decision Aids Standards (IPDAS) Collaboration.11,12 The PDA consisted of five parts. Part 1
is an introduction of the disease of cataract and its surgical management with IOL implantation. Part 2 lists all the IOL
options and the strengths and weakness of each IOL model, including a tabular comparison of various options. Part 3 is
comprised of a questionnaire to help patients rank their values and personal preferences of their visual needs in work and
daily life. Part 4 is a small quiz to test the knowledge learned. Part 5 is a recommendation to the patients after considering
their preferences and the knowledge they learned in the previous steps.

Computerize the PDA on a Robot
The cPDA was built on an interactive robot Zenbo (ASUSTek Computer Inc., New Taipei City, Taiwan). Zenbo is an
Android-based robot equipped with a screen, speakers, camera, and multiple sensors to interact with users. The PDA
were transformed into a user-machine dialogue with dialogue development environment (DDE) Editor and Zenbo APP
Builder. The DDE Editor is a web-based interface to create and integrate conversational interfaces. The Zenbo APP
Builder is a visual programming tool that allows developers to edit the codes by simply drag-and-drop-blocks, to control
the flow and action on Zenbo. The interactive robot Zenbo can have dialogues with users through on-screen display and
voice communication.

All five parts of the PDA were integrated into the cPDA. The cPDA first provides an introduction of the disease of
cataract and its surgical management with IOL implantation. Then, it lists all the IOL options and the strengths and weakness
of each IOL model, including a tabular comparison of various options, and will give a small quiz to test the knowledge
learned. The quiz was in the form of a true or false test. If the patients failed the quiz, the cPDA would return to the prior
sessions and then repeat the quiz. If the patients passed the quiz, the cPDAwould proceed forward. After initial educational
steps about relevant knowledge, the cPDA guides the patients through a series of questionnaires designed to help the patients
assess their visual needs in detailed tasks, during sports, driving at night, desire to be glasses-free, as well as their financial
concerns. The interactive cPDA provides specific questionnaires depending on the patient’s choice of preference. In the end,
the cPDA summarizes the preferences and recommends an IOL selection (Figure 1).

Pilot Testing of the cPDA
We conducted a pilot study for the helpfulness of the cPDA for decision-making in IOL selection before cataract surgery.
The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Ditmanson Medical Foundation Chiayi Christian Hospital
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(Permit No. 2020102) and was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. Patients and their families who
were making the decision on IOL selection before cataract surgeries were eligible to participate in this study. Participants
of different education levels were enrolled if they met the following criteria: (1) age of at least 20 years; (2) ability to
speak and understand the Mandarin language; (3) no prior experience of decision-making in IOL selection. Informed
consent was obtained from each participant in the study.

To test the helpfulness of the cPDA, we utilized two measurement tools, the Decision Self- Efficacy (DSE) scale13,14

and the Preparation for Decision Making (PrepDM) scale.15 Both scales and their Chinese versions were developed by
the Ottawa Hospital Research Institute. The DSE scale consists of 11 items and the PrepDM scale consists of 10 items.
Before the decision-making process, the participants complete the first half of the questionnaire for the pre-cPDA DSE
scale. After receiving an introduction of basic operations, the participants went through the decision-making process with
the aid of the cPDA (Figure 2). Each participant was tested individually in a separate room, to avoid interference. As the
cPDA on robot Zenbo was interactive, the participants could order the robot to repeat certain steps of cPDA if they did
not fully understand the information provided. After the process, the participants completed the second half of the
questionnaire for the post-cPDA DSE scale and the PrepDM scale.

Results
A total of 50 participants (18 men and 32 women) were enrolled in the pilot test. The average age was 68.9 (range from
33 to 78) years. The patients with elementary education or below consisted of 44%, those with junior or senior high were
40%, and those of college or above education comprised 16% (Table 1).

Figure 1 Algorithm for assessment of visual needs adopted by computerized patient decision aids.
Abbreviations: EDOF, extended depth-of-focus; IOL, intraocular lens.
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Difference of DSE Scores Before and After the cPDA
The pre-cPDA and post-cPDA scores on DSE were computed as the sum of item scores divided by 11 and multiplied by
25. The results were stratified into different education levels (Table 2). The mean for pre-cPDA DSE score was 46.5 and
the standard deviation was 13.6. Its distribution was skewed to the right. The post-cPDA mean DSE was 72.6 and the
standard deviation was 12.8. Its distribution was slightly skewed to the left. The average gain score on DSE was 26.1 and
the standard deviation was 8.0. The Shapiro–Wilk test for normality indicated that the gain score on DSE was normally
distributed (p=0.30). The 95% confidence interval for the gain score on DSE ranged from 23.8 to 28.4. In summary, the
gain score on DSE was statistically significant and the effect size was more than three.

Age, Sex, and Education Level in Relation to Gain Score on DSE and PrepDM
The PrepDM scores were computed as the sum of item scores divided by 10 and multiplied by 25. Multiple linear
regression of the gain score on DSE and PrepDM on age, sex, and educational level is presented in Table 3. The patients
with junior or senior high degrees had the highest gain score on DSE, followed by those with elementary school degrees
or below, while the patients with college or above degrees had the lowest. The difference between the highest and lowest
gain score was 7.4 and the associated 95% confidence interval was 0.3–14.6. Age and sex were not significant predictors

Figure 2 A participant underwent the decision-making process using the computerized patient decision aids on an interactive robot. The robot was equipped with
a touchscreen, speakers, camera, and multiple sensors to interact with users. In the photo, the screen is explaining how the intraocular lens can treat the cataract via audio
and graphic expression.

Table 1 Basic Information of Participants

Education Level Male Female

N Age (Years) BVA N Age (Years) BVA
Mean (Range) Mean Mean (Range) Mean

Elementary or below 5 82.0 (79–87) 0.29 17 70.7 (63–79) 0.45

Junior high 8 72.5 (63–80) 0.44 5 65.6 (61–69) 0.75

Senior high 2 68.5 (59–78) 0.67 5 66.0 (55–70) 0.8

College or above 3 66.7 (48–81) 0.7 5 51.8 (33–80) 0.63

Total 18 68.9 (48–87) 0.47 32 73.7 (33–80) 0.56

Abbreviations: BVA, visual acuity of the better eye in decimal scale; N, number of participants.
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for the gain score on DSE. The patients with college or above degrees had the highest PrepDM score, followed by those
with junior or senior high education, and those with elementary school degrees or below had the lowest. The difference
between the lowest and highest score was −7.8 and the associated 95% confidence interval was from −13.0 to −2.5. Age,
sex, and visual acuity of the better eye were not significant correlates of PrepDM. In summary, the patients with college
or above degrees had the highest preparedness, but the lowest gain on DSE.

Discussion
In our pilot testing, patients of all education levels had significant gain of scores on DSE. The patients with junior or
senior high degrees had the highest gain score on DSE, while those with college or above degrees had the lowest. The
patients with college or above degrees had the highest PrepDM scores and those with elementary school degrees or
below had the lowest scores (Figure 3). We proposed there are two possible factors that could explain these results:
background knowledge, and understanding of the cPDA. The patients with college or above degrees might have made
their own research on related issues before visiting our clinics and had more background knowledge, and therefore higher
pre-cPDA DSE scores. With the help of cPDA, they had their doubts resolved and became the most prepared to make
a decision. The patients with junior or senior high degrees might have limited background knowledge before the visit;
however, they have a good understanding of the cPDA, and increased their confidence in decision-making after the
cPDA. The patients with elementary school degrees or below might have both limited background knowledge before
their visit and a limited understanding of the cPDA; they gained scores on DSE after the cPDA, and were the least
prepared group among the participants.

Computer-based decision aids were reported to be associated with improvements in knowledge and decisional
conflicts. Syrowatka et al4 published a systematic review on the features of computer-based decision aids from 58
studies. In their study, content control improved quality of decision-making, while tailoring reduced the quality of
decision-making. The concept of content control allows patients with different health literacies to decide the amount of
information presented, promotes autonomy, and empower patients to take ownership over health decisions.16 On the

Table 2 Pre-cPDA, Post-cPDA, and Gain Scores on DSE and PrepDM Scores Among Participants with Different Education Levels

Education Level No Pre-cPDA DSE Scores Post-cPDA DSE Scores Gain on DSE Scores PrepDM Scores

All levels 50 46.5 ± 13.6 72.6 ± 12.8 26.1 ± 8.0 74.3 ± 13.9

Elementary or below 22 37.8 ± 7.5 64.4 ± 10.5 26.5 ± 6.6 67.4 ± 13.1

Junior or senior high 20 49.5 ± 13.8 77.7 ± 11.6 28.2 ± 8.2 78.0 ± 12.2

College or above 8 63.1 ± 5.9 82.7 ± 7.3 19.6 ± 8.7 84.3 ± 10.8

Abbreviations: cPDA, computerized patient decision aids; DSE, decision self-efficacy; PrepDM, preparation for decision-making.

Table 3 Multiple Linear Regression of the Correlates for the Gain Scores on DSE and PrepDM Scores

Predictor Gain Scores on DSE PrepDM Scores

B SE LLCI ULCI B SE LLCI ULCI

Male vs Female −0.9 2.7 −6.3 4.6 −1.4 1.8 −4.9 2.2

Age (years) 0.11 0.14 −0.17 0.39 0.05 0.095 −0.14 0.23

Elementary or below vs college or above 5.1 4.0 −3.0 13.2 −7.8 2.6 −13.0 −2.5

Junior or senior high vs college or above 7.4 3.5 0.3 14.6 −2.9 2.3 −7.5 1.7

Abbreviations: B, regression coefficients; DSE, decision self-efficacy; LLCI, lower limit of the 95% confidence interval; PrepDM, preparation for decision-making; SE,
standard error; ULCI, upper limit of the 95% confidence interval.
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other hand, the concept of tailoring frames evidence according to patient demographics and clinical conditions, to present
only viable treatment options with more accurate risk estimates. On the contrary to content control, tailoring utilizes
a paternalistic model of presenting evidence and may reduce autonomy.17 The other two features of computer-based
decision aids, which are explicit values clarification and feedback, also have positive effects on quality of decision-
making. Explicit values clarification guides patients through specific steps to identify personal values and preferences.18

Computer-based decision aids which provide feedback to patients could further clarify explicit values. A summary of
preferences gives feedback on how patients personally value risks, benefits, and optimal choice, and suggests which
option is best based on the patients’ values and preferences.19

In our study, the cPDA on robot Zenbo has several of the above-mentioned features. The on-screen display and voice
communication of the robot Zenbo make the cPDA capable of having dialogues with users. The cPDA was interactive,
therefore the participants could order the robot to repeat certain steps if they did not fully understand the information
provided (content control). The cPDA followed an algorithm designed to help the patients assess their needs in detailed
tasks, during sports, driving at night, desire to be glasses-free, and financial concerns (explicit value clarification). At the
end of the decision aids, the cPDA provided a summary of preferences and a recommendation on IOL selection
(feedback). These features were reported to have positive effects on the improvement of the quality of decision-making.4

Our results show that the education level of patients may influence their self-efficacy and preparedness for decision-
making. Although a lower education level has been reported to be associated with lower scores of involvements in shared
decision-making,20 education level alone cannot reflect the patient’s capacity to obtain, process, and understand basic
health information and services, ie, health literacy. Routinely screening patients for health literacy has not been shown to
improve outcomes and is not recommended. Universal health literacy precaution was recommended to provide under-
standable and accessible information to all patients, regardless of their literacy or education levels.21 Such precautions
should be taken into account to further improve cPDA design.

Figure 3 Plot of gain scores on DSE and PrepDM scores. The patients with junior or senior high degrees had the highest gain score on DSE, while those with college or
above degrees had the lowest. The patients with college or above degrees had the highest PrepDM scores and those with elementary school degrees or below had the
lowest.
Abbreviations: DSE, decision self-efficacy; PrepDM, preparation for decision-making.
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The cPDA used in the present study had the advantages of an initial interactive education stage, the ability to provide
specific questionnaires depending on the patient’s choice of preference, and to provide a summary of preferences and
a recommendation of IOL selection at the end of the decision aid. The preliminary results showed the cPDA might help
the self-efficacy of the patients in decision-making. There are still disadvantages of the present cPDA. Only one language
was available. The limited items in choices for preference did not allow patients to fully express their values and
preferences. The status of health literacy of patients was not evaluated before the decision aids.

The interpretation of the analysis results must consider the limitations of this study. Due to the lack of a control group,
it was not clear how much the gain was actually due to the cPDA. The sample size was small and limited to one
institution. Factors that might affect the patient’s proficiency in using the cPDA, such as visual acuity, preferred
language, cognitive ability, the presence of a doctor during the process, and other possible confounding factors were
not studied. Whether the results could be replicated warrants further investigation. These limitations provide an
indication for fields of further research.

Cataract is a disease of aging populations. Studies have shown that older patients tend to seek less information to
make decisions and make decisions faster than younger individuals. Older patients have preferences for fewer choice
options, face greater difficulties in understanding information about available options, and tend to disproportionally focus
on emotional aspects when making decisions. Older patients tend to have variable preferences depending on their frailty,
level of education, or cognitive and health status. Moreover, some, usually older and less educated, prefer to delegate
decisions to their clinician.22 Most patients never knew about the complex knowledge of optics in the selection of IOL.
A computer-based decision aid might help patients to assess their visual needs, clarify their values and preferences, and
approach an optimal choice. However, it is the clinician’s responsibility to accompany the patients through the whole
process of decision-making, to maximize post-operative satisfaction in cataract surgeries.

Conclusions
An interactive cPDA may be a promising tool for complex decisions such as IOL selection before cataract surgeries. The
preliminary results showed that education levels may be associated with the usefulness of cPDA on the preparedness and
decision efficacy of the patients, although many confounding factors, including language preference, cognitive ability,
and health literacy, need to be studied to support the clinical application of cPDA. This pilot study may provide a proof-
of-concept of the feasibility of cPDA for patients who are making decisions of IOL selection before their cataract
surgery.
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